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ERASMUS+ STUDIES - UU Report 

 
Every student receiving an Erasmus+ STUDIES grant has to submit a UU report as well. Writing the UU report is one of the 
university’s conditions to receive and keep the grant. Only after submitting this report your Erasmus+ grant will be 
awarded definitively.  
 
Your report will be published (anonymously!) on the UU study abroad destinations webpage to inform UU 
students preparing an exchange or research period abroad. Not all of them are Dutch-speaking, therefore we 
prefer to receive reports written in English. 
 

Please use Tab to go to the next (text) box. 

family name*       

first name*       

student number*       

 
 
 
permission to publish 
contact details** 
 
 
 
See end note for * and ** 

optional; only if you allow students preparing for study abroad to contact you (directly)  

my e-mail address  yes: jaukecohen@gmail.com 
my weblog   yes:       
my Facebook account  yes:       
other (social) media  yes:       
or 

 my contact details cannot be published on the UU webpage, but I do give 
the International Office permission to forward my e-mail address to individual 
students interested in my host university abroad:      @      

faculty/college Geosciences 

level  bachelor’s  master’s  PhD  

name study programme Sustainable Business and Innovation 

 
destination city & country Lisbon, Portugal 

how did you travel to your 
destination?  

By motorbike 

name university abroad  NOVA FCT 

start date 27 / 09 / 2021  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

end date 07 / 02 / 2022  (dd/mm/yyyy) 

 
 

You are requested to write on the following topics. Text boxes will expand automatically while typing! 

PREPARATION 
exchange application process 

First it looked very easy but Covid showed up so i couldn't go anymore because Portugal was ''orange'' and 
therefore i could not go. About a month befor departure i got an email that  i could go in the end, and i decided 
to go. Looking back on it it was one of the best decisions i could make at the time. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

Sufficient. Some employees of the International office of UU are not that helpful, some really are. 

https://students.uu.nl/en/exchange-destinations
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academic preparation 

No preperation needed, the International Office told me that i needed to speak Portuguese, but that is not 
needed, the teachers´ english is very good. 

language preparation 

Some small practice via Duolingo, but its not necessary. everyone speaks english very well, also it is way more 
fun to learn the language in Lisbon than it is to learn it in NL. Because the words you learn in Portugal are 
usefull because they are used a lot, but the words you learn in Duolingo not so much… 

finances 

I tried to safe some money before departure, on top of that i got some money from, DUO and the erasmus 
grant and my parents. life is a bit cheaper in Lisbon than in NL but you can make it as expensive as you want 
ofcourse ;). 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 
study programme (content and organisational issues) 

I studied at the Faculty of Science and Technology (FCT). All the courses given at this faculty are very Technical 
(as the name describes) for me, courses that are focussed on people would be more preferrable but that was 
not possible at this faculty.  

academic quality of education activities 

it’s a bit lower compared to NL, their writing skills/style is lower compared to NL. they don’t use sources the 
way we do (APA), but in-class the level is somewhat the same. 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

they are very willing to help, only in their culutre things are getting done slower than what you might be used 
to. i had to call them after my stay for some documents that i needed signed and stamped, this process was 
very slow and they only did it when i called, so you need to be very proactive with this. 

transfer of credits 

very easy, it’s the same! 

 

STUDENT LIFE 
welcome & orientation programme 

they organised an welcoming day which wasn't to great, but the buddy program is nice, through that you can 
get to know a lot of people as well. i had a very friendly buddy and through her i got to know some more 
portuguese students.  

accommodation 

Was pretty hard to find because i was late with arranging things but sites like: uniplaces, and spotahome are 
great! i also heard that a lot of people just connected through Facebook and started looking for a room/house 
with a group of (random) people. 

leisure & culture 

The city itself is so-so nice, and the people are truly amazing. All really willing to help. like said, everything is a 
little cheaper compared to NL, that makes life a bit easyer as well ;).  

suggestions/tips 
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go live in the city centre, you might travel a bit more to uni, but this way you can enjoy the student life that the 
city centre has. public transport in Lisbon is very good and for 30 or 40 euros a month (depending on your age) 
you can travel for free in the whole municipality of Lisbon. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

YES. the Uni itself (looks) is not too nice, but my god I fell in love with the city, the Erasmus life is also very nice 
and the weather… well, George Cloony would say: 'what else'. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Try to attend some ELL or ESN events to get to know some people. Don't be afraid to go alone too, without 
anyone that you have to take into account is perfect, you get to know yourself and what kind of person you are, 
and you get to know a lot more people because you are open to it (and kindoff have to). 

Save this UU report for your own records and upload the report in your Erasmus+ file/application in Osiris 
within 30 days after finishing your study abroad period and in ANY case before the final deadline! 
 
NOTE: Please upload in Word (.docx) so we can delete your *personal details between processing for grant 
purposes and publication on the website for future UU exchange students. **Contact details will only be 
included if and where permission has been given. 
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